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**Harikar Projects by Cluster**

**Protection and legal aid**

Protection and legal aid are UNHCR funded projects implemented by Harikar NGO through which protection and legal services are offered for Syrian and non-Syrian asylum seekers and refugees and internally displaced persons in Duhok governorate in camp and non-camp areas and some disputed areas within Nineveh governorate. The project provides legal aid services including, legal counselling, legal awareness raising and representation before courts. Protection and community based monitoring for people of concern is conducted for refugees and internally displaced persons including protection assessment, case/gap identification, and case management and support for persons with specific needs and extremely vulnerable.

**Harikar NGO runs registration process**

Harikar NGO runs registration process for camp and non-camp Syrian refugees and asylum seekers in partnership with UNHCR through its established registration centers in Domiz 1, Gawilan, and Akre camps and through the outreach verification/registration in urban areas. The registration process is based on standard UNHCR forms and database to assure availability of all required information whenever needed; it is implemented as per UNHCR protocols for registration, documentation and filing.

**In the livelihood cluster**

In The livelihood cluster we have two projects, the first one funded by ASB/BMZ and another funded by CARE-BMZ that conducts distribution of greenhouses, agriculture inputs, drip irrigation system and hand tools, this project always conducts social cohesion sessions for female headed households and students and market rehabilitation in Zummar and Sinjar Area.

**As for GBV sub-cluster**

As for GBV sub-cluster, Harikar NGO have four projects, the first of which is Enhancing GBV prevention and response intervention available to highly displaced vulnerable persons and survivors brutalized by the exposure to violence in newly reclaimed area of Baashiqa, funded by UNOCHA/IHF. Two more projects are funded by UNFPA and UNOCHA in partnership with DORCAS as consortium to scale up GBV programming in Sinjar and Sinuni by targeting the remote villages which are hard to reach, in Dohuk and Nineveh governorate: Domiz 1 & 2, Gawilan, Mamrashan, Shekhan, Khanke, Bajed Kandala, Sinjar, Sinuni. The other project which is in partnership with UNHCR that responds to reduce S/GBV in Domiz 1, Gawilan, Akre camps and urban areas. The main activities of those projects are providing psychological and psychosocial support, case management, S/GBV awareness raising and recreational activities such as computer classes, sewing, basic literacy, yoga sessions, dancing, drawing in order to enhance the healing process of both GBV and non GBV survivors to heal after traumatic events in their lives, Adolescent girls sessions to empower girls to speak up and support one another, GBV awareness session.

**In the WASH Cluster**

In The WASH Cluster we have two projects that deal with WASH, the first one in partnership with CARE International in Chamishku and Shekhan camps. This project conducts care and maintenance of WASH facilities, Desludging, garbage collection, Hygiene promotion, gender mainstreaming in WASH and capacity building of staff and community. The other project that deals with WASH is funded by CARE BMZ that conducts Construction and rehabilitation of water structure and Sanitation sessions in Zummar and Sinjar area.
Protection and Legal Assistance

General Highlights

- QANDIL VOLUNTEERS WERE UNABLE TO COVER THE CROWED CONTROL WHICH RESULTED IN SUPPORT FROM THE POLICE OFFICERS FOR THE ARRANGEMENT OF QUEUES AND CROWED CONTROL IN THE ENTRANCE OF THE SCHOOL USED FOR THE ISSUANCE PROCESS WHICH INTERRED MANY POC RANDOMLY AND NOT BASED ON THE LIST. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT QANDIL TAKES OVER THE ITERENCE OF POCs AT THE GATE FOR CROWED CONTROL AND ONLY INTERRING BASED ON THE DATA ENTRY LIST PROVIDED BY HARIKAR/UNHCR.
- PAM AND SNR. CBPS ARRANGE A MEETING WITH STEP-IN AT HARIKAR OFFICE IN AN ATTEMPT TO STRENGTHEN COORDINATION.
- ALL IDP STAFF PARTICIPATED IN A BRIEFING SESSION OF CODE OF CONDUCT & PSEA WHICH WAS ORGANIZED AND FACILITATED BY HARIKAR.

Sessions

- Polygamy / Shekhan/Darato
- Divorce / Gawilan camp
- Refugees rights / Domiz camp 2
- Child custody / Domiz camp 1
- Divorce / Bardarash/Husainiya
- Birth certificate / Domiz camp 1
- early marriage / Zummar
- Divorce / Sinjar

- Marriage contract / Zakho/Batifa
- Divorce / Domiz camp 1
- Marriage contract / Duhok center
- Child custody / Gawilan camp
- Proof of birth certificate / Zakho
- Marriage certificate / Domiz camp 2
- compensation / Sinjar
- compensation / Zummar

Protection Monitoring

- Refugees
- Asylum seekers
- IDPs
Gender Based Violence

SESSIONS CONDUCTED

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES CENTERS

CASES RECEIVED GBV

CASES RECEIVED Non-GBV
**WASH**

**WATER AND SANITATION**

- # of care and maintenance cases on water network undertaken
  - Shekhan: 23
  - Chamishku: 11

- # of water quality tests (FRC) taken
  - Shekhan: 15
  - Chamishku: 13

- # of latrines rehabilitated
  - Shekhan: 5
  - Chamishku: 3

- # of showers rehabilitated
  - Shekhan: 46
  - Chamishku: 174

- # of care and maintenance cases on Sanitation facilities undertaken
  - Shekhan: 1
  - Chamishku: 8

- # of people benefited from rehabilitating grey/black water networks
  - Shekhan: 512
  - Chamishku: 3932

- # of septic tanks emptied
  - Shekhan: 285
  - Chamishku: 472

- # of garbage collection trips conducted
  - Shekhan: 16
  - Chamishku: 119

- # of cleaning campaigns conducted
  - Shekhan: 8
  - Chamishku: 3

- # of people benefited from water and sanitation network interventions
  - Shekhan: 4510
  - Chamishku: 26968

**HYGIENE PROMOTION AND GENDER**

- # of people trained on hygiene, gender, and WASH
  - Shekhan: 11
  - Chamishku: 66
  - Zummar: 800
  - Sinjar: 66

- # of beneficiaries reached through gender and protection
  - Shekhan: 589
  - Chamishku: 210
  - Zummar: 121
  - Sinjar: 30

- # of gender related visits conducted
  - Shekhan: 10
  - Chamishku: 11

- # of gender related sessions conducted
  - Shekhan: 411
  - Chamishku: 227

- # of children reached through hygiene promotion/ awareness
  - Shekhan: 1174
  - Chamishku: 280

- # of beneficiaries reached through hygiene promotion/ awareness
  - Shekhan: 334
  - Chamishku: 276

- # of hygiene promotion visits conducted
  - Shekhan: 369
  - Chamishku: 351

- # of hygiene promotion sessions conducted
  - Shekhan: 27
  - Chamishku: 30

**Graphs showing data distribution for different regions.**
**General Highlights**

- Harikar held its monthly meeting on the 4th of July in which various pressing issues were discussed.

- Harikar is developing a Record Management System to be implemented on the month of September of 2019.